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Last week I attended a three-day conference in San Francisco with ten colleagues from
HCC and 2,500 community college faculty and staff from across the country (and even
a group from South Africa). All sorts of good things happen when so many dedicated
administrators, faculty, and staff come together to discuss their students! There were so
many great initiatives presented. One luncheon speaker was especially inspiring.
Stephen M. R. Covey is the son of the author of the famed book, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. At lunch on Thursday, Covey-the-son presented the first few keys
concepts from his book The Speed of Trust; The One Thing That Changes Everything.
One power point page read something like, when there is high trust, a project will cost
less and get done faster. When there is low trust, a project will often times cost more
and take more time to complete! Covey writes,
People want to be trusted. They respond to trust. They thrive on trust.
Whatever our situation, we need to get good at establishing, extending
and restoring trust – not as a manipulative technique, but as the most
effective way to relating to and working with others, and the most effective way of getting results.
Trust is important in every aspect of our lives. We want our teachers, our families and
our bosses to trust us. When we’re trusted, we usually earn more freedom, but then that
usually comes with more responsibility! According to Covey (2006), trust includes
character and competence. Whereas character includes integrity, motive, and intent,
competence includes capabilities, skills, and results (p. 30). In other words, someone
could be very honest and sincere, but is hard to trust until he or she shows results.
Likewise, another might have great skills, if he or she is dishonest, it is hard to trust that
person. To be trusted we need a balance between the two: good character and demonstrated results. This absolutely contributes to becoming a successful student.
Finally, thank you for trusting us! As a student, you have decided to trust the staff and
faculty at HCC with your educational journey. We have your best interest in mind and
we’re glad you’re here!
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THE TUTORING CENTER CORNER
On Work and Love
By Aliss Obeid, Tutoring Coordinator
“And what is it to work with love?

Tutoring will be
available during
spring break in all
subjects
March 13 — March 18
Monday —Thursday
10:00 am—5:00 pm
Friday
10:00 am—3:00 pm

It is to weave the cloth with threads drawn
from your heart,
even as if your beloved were to wear that
cloth.
It is to build a house with affection,
even as if your beloved were to dwell in
that house.
It is to sow seeds with tenderness and reap
the harvest with joy,
even as if your beloved were to eat the
fruit.
It is to charge all things you fashion with a
breath of your own spirit.”
Gibran Kahlil Gibran – The Prophet
I am proud and overjoyed to supervise
such dedicated and spirited individuals,
the ASC tutors. This poem written by
Khalil Gibran, from The Prophet, reflects
what I see when I observe these tutors.
Gibran says that loving what you do is
very important to success and to being
happy.

My name is Giovana. I
am 19 years- old and I’m
an international student
here at Housatonic. I’m
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and I’ve been in America for almost six months
now. I came to the United
States in order to pursue a
better education. Back
home I studied psychology for two years and I’m
continuing it as my major
here at HCC. This semester I’m starting as a statistics tutor. Going to
college in America has been an amazing opportunity and I’m excited to start this new chapter
at the tutoring center.

When I observe these tutors, I feel their
passion and excitement radiate as they
tutor. I know the feeling of fulfilment
when helping others, especially students,
to excel in their academics. It is rewarding when a student gets to the “aha’ moment.
Over the past three years working at the
ASC, I have seen how tutoring has influenced some tutors to choose teaching as a
career. The ASC is not only a center for
academic support for students; it is also a
center that provides professional and personal growth for its staff. The staff learns
from the students as much as the students
learn from the staff.

Please enjoy reading the following four
segments where new tutors, who joined
the ASC this semester, share their interesting backgrounds, interests, and future
planes.

My name is Samuel Rotini, I work in
the Writing Across the Curriculum
Center in the ASC, tutoring my peers
in writing. My major is Secondary Education with a concentration in English. Prior to coming to HCC, I worked
full time at a restaurant in Monroe,
CT. I enjoy tutoring very much because I have always enjoyed helping
others reach their potential. Additionally, I love the writing process, and
tutoring in the subject is definitely
cool.
My future plans are to finish up my
associates degree at HCC, move on to a 4-year school to complete my bachelor’s degree and begin teaching English in the
classroom as soon as possible. I'm a die-hard Yankees fan, and I
love catching a game or two every season. I also enjoy hiking,
nature and exploring new places.
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My name is Jessica Krotki. I have a B. S. in Animal
Science from URI. I work part time (weekends) at
Schulhof animal hospital in Westport, this is my third
year there. In the meantime, I go to UB for an M. S. in
Secondary Science Education, at the same time, I am
an intern at Foran High School in Milford. I am planning on getting a Secondary Math dual endorsement in
the future. Last year, in the spring of 2016, I was hired
as a self-paced math tutor at HCC. This spring semester, I started tutoring math at the ASC. I like tutoring;
it is nice to see people happy because you helped them
understand. My tutoring experience helped me discover my passion for teaching, and inspired me to pursue
it as my future career.

My name is Michael
Rodriguez. I am a writing
tutor at the ASC, and I
like tutoring because it
gives me the chance to
actually help someone and
allows me the opportunity
to see students grow in
their learning. I am also a
student at HCC, and my
major is General Studies. I
want to be a high school
guidance counselor. To
become one, I need a B.A in Psychology or Education
and an M.A in School Counseling. SCSU offers both
so I will transfer there once I am finished here at
Housatonic. Before coming to HCC I was in the air
force; I served for 3 and a half years before getting
medically retired. I spend most of my time playing
video games. Particularly a PC game called League of
Legends. I also like reading fantasy novels and working on my car (It's a Mazda RX-8. It's pretty ^ _^).

THE WRITING CENTER CORNER
Overcoming Writer’s Block
By Karyn Smith, Coordinator of the Writing Center
One of the most common things we hear in the Writing Center is: “I don’t know what to write.” It’s probably fair to
say that everyone, including the most experienced writers, has faced a writing assignment where they just felt stuck
and couldn’t figure out what to write. What experienced writers know, though, is that there are strategies you can
use to fight writer’s block.
Some of the strategies we use in the Writing Center are:
Just talk: r ecor d your self talking about your ideas, and then play it back and type out ever ything you
said. When you type, don’t worry about grammar; just get it all down, and then start organizing the material
into paragraphs. You can also do this activity by talking to a friend while they write down what you say.
Start in the middle: you can wr ite your thesis and your intr oduction last! J ust wor k on getting some ideas down, and as you work on that middle part of your draft, ideas for your opening will come to you.
Allow yourself to write badly: ever y gr eat piece of wr iting star ts out as a r ough dr aft. Again, once the
ideas are on paper, you can use the tools of grammar and organization to give them better shape and structure.
Time yourself: wr ite for 10 minutes without stopping to think. Set a timer . Don’t wor r y if you don’t stick
to the topic or if your sentences are incomplete--just keep writing!
Take a short break: it’s OK to step away for a few minutes. Go for a walk. Have a healthy snack. Moving
around and feeding your brain will help get those ideas flowing!
And if those ideas don’t work, come visit us at the Writing Center! We can help you get started on even the most
difficult assignments. Remember: writer’s block happens to all of us at some time; the trick is to patiently work
your way out of the block!
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THE TESTING CENTER CORNER
Housatonic Community College Testing Center
By Vickie Fabrizio, Testing Assistant
The Testing Center at HCC administers a variety of tests, some required, others optional, to help
each student reach their goals. The Testing Center
works in coordination with the Academic Support
Center as well as with the CAP Center to help cultivate student success. Currently, the center is working
on implementing a new program expected to begin in
spring called Register Blast, which will allow students
to schedule testing appointments online.
Once admitted to HCC, most students are required to take a placement test, an assessment of basic
English, reading and math skills. The placement test,
called Accuplacer, assists students and the college in
making decisions about the appropriate level of
course placement based on the student’s academic
skills. Placement testing may be waived for students
with qualifying SAT/ACT scores, students who have
an Associates Degree or higher, or students who have
completed a college-level English and/or math course
with a grade of “C” or better. Studying for the test is
recommended.
Subsequent to the placement test, ideally during
the first semester of study, the Testing Center administers the Computer Literacy Exam. This continues to
be a requirement in order to graduate for all students,
unless the student has a Code “C” course as part of
their degree program.
Beginning in February, the current Office 2010
Computer Literacy Exam will be replaced by a new
test which will cover Office 2013 skills. An access
code will now be required to take the exam which can
be purchased in the bookstore for $21.50. Students
who are eligible to purchase books with their financial
aid award may be able to purchase the access code for
the exam; however, these purchases must be made
during specific times indicated in students’ award letter – usually two weeks before and two weeks after
the start of classes. Please note that students who receive partial financial aid may not have financial aid
available to purchase books or access codes. One access code gives students two attempts to pass the test.
If they fail after the second attempt, they will be required to take one of the four code “C” courses listed
below:
CJS 222 Computer Investigative Techniques
COM 116 Publications Workshop I

CSA 105 Introduction to Software Applications
GRA 111 Computer Graphics
Passing this exam demonstrates that each
graduate of HCC has the ability to use computerbased technology in communication, problem solving
and acquiring information, an ever growing requisite
in most professional settings.
For those students who have accumulated
knowledge through educational and/or professional
experiences, HCC offers CLEP exams and DSST exams, which can save time and money. Thirty three
specific CLEP exams and thirty eight unique DSST
exams are offered in areas of composition, literature,
science, math, world languages, history, business,
humanities and technology, collectively. Visit the
Testing Center website for a list of available exams. A
satisfactory score on each exam can earn as many as
12 credits and fulfill required courses. The fee for a
CLEP or DSST exam is currently $80.00 to College
Board (will increase to $85.00 beginning July 1st) and
a $15.00 administration fee to HCC. The cost is a
fraction of the cost of tuition and saves the time required of a traditional semester class. CLEP and
DSST exams are a great option for students with advanced knowledge of a particular subject or subjects.
Make-up exams ar e another ser vice pr ovided by the Testing Center. Instructors must first
approve a make-up exam and fill out appropriate paperwork. Students may then, after instructor approval,
sign up for a make-up test at the Testing Center.
It’s important to remember while navigating
through the various testing services, required or optional, that they are merely tools designed to help you
achieve your goals at HCC.
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THE CAP CORNER
Should Learning be Entertaining?
By Kofi Adomako-Ayisi, Instructional Support Specialist (English)
In my quest to support CAP learners, I often find myself exploring ways to make learning meaningful.
Over the years, owing to my frequent collaborations
with adult student learners, I have come to discover
that the first step in this journey toward meaningful
learning is to engage interest at the onset of the learning process. For me, one way this is accomplished is
by demystifying the learning process using an approach that incorporates “entertainment”. To this
end, it is not uncommon to walk
into room A232 and see me facilitating learning using YouTube as
an instructional aid; do you need
help explaining the concept of a
thesis statement to your students?
I’ve got a Youtube clip for that
(James Spader in the role of Alan
Shore on Boston Legal). Need
help explaining the relationship
between main ideas and supporting details? I’ve got a Youtube
clip for that as well (Law & Order). Want to highlight the significance and practicality of “citation
and documentation” beyond the
classroom space? You guessed
it—I’ve got some clips (Blurred
Lines by Robin Thicke, Pharell, and T.I; and Got to
Give It Up by Marvin Gaye) and a discussion that will
get the job done. Name it and I will likely have an entertaining way of instructing it. I support learning in
this manner because it has proven to be the most effective way of capturing my students’ attention (away
from their phones and their personal music devices,
etc) long enough to deliver pertinent instruction.
As I reflect on this method of instruction, however, I
find myself conflicted at times. Specifically, I wonder
if this method of cultivating learning will have the unintended consequence of actually hindering my students’ ability to independently learn in the future. I
am, after all, inducing learning via entertainment; I am
asking my learners to trade in their personal forms of
entertainment for one of my own choosing (albeit the

former serves to distract and the latter is used to facilitate learning), so what will happen in a situation where
the learning process is devoid of entertainment? Will
my learners relapse back to their former ways of seeking a more exciting and pseudo-informative experience on their personal entertainment devices? Can students who are used to such an assistive way of learning maintain interest when the crutch
is removed? These are questions I
wrestle with when I am planning instruction and providing support.
At some point we all discover that
learning is its own reward. For some
of our learners, this discovery won’t
be immediate. It will take time to bubble to the surface—a semester, a year,
possibly longer; and even then, it
might come about only after coaxing
and careful nurturing by faculty and
staff. These are the students who occupy my thoughts as I design instruction infused with entertainment. I really do have reservations about this
method of facilitating learning, but I
also realize that it is far more important to support student learning by
doing whatever is necessary. If students are disengaged from the learning process, it is an
indictment of the instructional method and therefore a
call to action to improve instruction. Obviously, there
is something to be said about personal responsibility
and taking ownership of one’s education, but this is a
privileged viewpoint that is understandably lost on
some of our students who are new to college. Given
these circumstances, then, it becomes incumbent upon
faculty and staff is do whatever is necessary to help
students find a path toward ownership of their learning, and the first step in this journey is to get students
excited about and engaged in the learning process. For
me, this is easily done using entertainment. What are
your thoughts on the matter? Should learning be entertaining?
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“Gandhi and the Professor-Fiction

Do You Know?
1. A human body has enough iron in it to make a metal nail
3 in. long.
2. There are 60,000 miles of blood vessels in the human
body.
3. It takes 17 muscles to smile and 43 to frown.
4. The largest employer in the world in the United States
Department of Defense, employing over 3.2 million people.
5. There are 293 ways to make change for a dollar.
6. If you start counting at one and spell out the numbers as
you go, you won’t use the letter “A” until you reach
1,000.
7. Everyday day McDonald’s feed over 68 million people.
McDonald’s sells more than 75 hamburgers every second and serves 9 million pound of French fries a day.
8. The U.S. purchased Alaska from Russia for $7.2 million
(2 cents per acre) in 1867.
9. Leonardo da Vinci could write with one hand and draw
with the other at the same time.
10. A “jiffy” is the scientific name for 1/100th of a second.
https://www.instagram.com/facthd/

When Gandhi was studying law at the University College of London, a white professor, whose last name was
Peters, disliked him intensely and always displayed
prejudice and animosity towards him. Also, because
Gandhi never lowered his head when addressing him,
as he expected…. there were always “arguments” and
confrontations. One day, Mr. Peters was having lunch
at the dining room of the University, and Gandhi came
along with his tray and sat next to the professor. The
professor said, “Mr. Gandhi, you do not understand. A
pig and a bird do not sit together to eat.” Gandhi looked
at him as a parent would a rude child and calmly replied, “You do not worry professor. I’ll fly away,” and
he went and sat at another table. Mr. Peters, reddened
with rage, decided to take revenge on the next test paper, but Gandhi responded brilliantly to all questions.
Mr Peters, unhappy and frustrated, asked him the following question. “Mr Gandhi, if you were walking
down the street and found a package, and within was a
bag of wisdom and another bag with a lot of money,
which one would you take?” Without hesitating, Gandhi responded, “The one with the money, of course.”
Mr. Peters, smiling sarcastically said, “I, in your place,
would have taken the wisdom, don’t you think?” Gandhi shrugged indifferently and responded, “Each one
takes what he doesn’t have.” Mr. Peters, by this time,
was fit to be tied. So great was his anger that he wrote
on Gandhi’s exam sheet the word “idiot” and gave it to
Gandhi. Gandhi took the exam sheet and sat down at
his desk trying very hard to remain calm while he contemplated his next move. A few minutes later, Gandhi
got up, went to the professor and said to him in a dignified but sarcastically polite tone, “Mr. Peters, you
signed the sheet, but you did not give me the grade.”
https://www.truthorfiction.com/gandhi-professor/

FNU VOCF FPZU CAZULAIS COPI, "P EPQI P
HOQ XWPFU ZYHN LUFFUW XPFN O XAWI
JWAHUCCAW.", P WUJVPUI, "FNUS YCUI FA
COS FNU COZU FNPQM OLAYF IWYMC."
- WAS LVAYQF TW.

http://www.dailysudoku.com/

http://www.threadbender.com
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MEET THE SPRING 2017 ASC TUTORS

ACCOUNTNG
Robin Dilg
Mactar Sarr
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Emily Petrizzi
MATH
Blake Bennett
Christopher Cavuoto
Giovana De Senna
Kevin Fontan
David Giraldo
Thereza Kalangala
John Kalyondo
Jessica Krotki
Tajan Marshall
Nick Saint
FACULTY
Theodora Benezra
Mark Leach
Marina Phillips
David Platt
Richard Rizzi

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jiyan Bedawi
John Kalyondo

SCIENCES
Arian Pagan
Robin Smith
FACULTY
Janet Yarrow
Kyle Zander
ESL
Robin Dilg
Gigi Yanez-Hamberger
FOREIGN
LANGUAGES
SPANISH
Gigi Yanez-Hamberger
Arabic & French
Mohammed Alkhalil
FACULTY
Driss Mellouk

PSYCHOLOGY &
HUMAN SERVICES
FACULTY
Laura Turiano
ENGLISH & WACC
Scott Andujar
Lee Bayusik
Cynthia Boynton
Ed Fians
Emily Petrizzi
Michael Rodriguez
Samuel Rotini
George Sullivan
Joshua Thiede
FACULTY
Rebecca Adams
Terry Kozek
Karyn Smith
Laura Turiano
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Academic Support Center
Lafayette Hall
Rooms B116, B118, and B120
203-332-5019

Tutoring Hours
Monday through Thursday

10:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.

Friday

10:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.

Departments
Tutoring & Study Groups
Testing Services
The Writing Center
Disabilities Support
Center for Academic Progress (CAP)
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